
Keir Hardie Primary School 

 KS1 Celebration assembly 



Bullying is the repetitive, intentional 
hurting of one person or group by 

another person or group, where the 
relationship involves an imbalance 

of power. It can happen face to face 
or online.

“
“

2Anti-Bullying Week 2022 – Reach out

What is 
bullying?

Video: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U8iX-rst
Y9I

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U8iX-rstY9I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U8iX-rstY9I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U8iX-rstY9I


1K Star of The Week goes 
to… 

Jaden
 Promptly sitting to start his learning!



1E Star of The Week goes to… 

Maria
for good listening and participation in 

drama

 



2I Star of The Week goes 
to… 

Romeo
for demonstrating excellent 
understanding and presentation of his 
learning in his maths homework 



2R Star of The Week goes 
to… 

Nameer
for practising his writing everyday 
during his independent time. All this 
practising is really paying off as his 
handwriting has improved greatly! 



And Now, a Celebration of The 
children who have been using 

their magic habits  



1K 

Eyas
Putting his communication skills to 
good use in learning by explaining 
clearly his problem solving techniques 
in Maths.



1E 

Adrian
 for being able to communicate the 

different forms of bullying



2I 

Seynebou
for her consistent use of her magic 
habit to explain her ideas clearly and 
also answers questions in lessons.



2R

Shakib
for consistently following all magic habits 
everyday. He is an exceptional role model when 
it comes to sitting on the carpet with his legs 
crossed, back straight and hands on his lap.



Reading heros

1K LUKAS - Excellent comments in Reading Records all week   .

1E  Ismael for showing good understanding by correctly answering questions 

about the book. 

2I Sofia for her persistent attitude to improve her reading. 

2RMassarat for reading everyday! All her hard work is paying off as she is 

becoming much more fluent in her reading. 



Attendance 

1st : 98.7% 1K
2nd: 96.3% 2I
3rd: 91.4% 1E



House points

1st: 115 Citrine
2nd: 98 Sapphire
3rd: 95 Emerald
4th: 85 Garnet


